LOSING SIGHT OF HIM: DUET. 6:12

Intro: Three things that can cause us to lose sight of our God

1. Our Problems – Gen. 42:36
2. Our Predicaments – Ex. 14:10-13
3. Our Prosperity – Duet. 6:10-12

Losing Sight Of Him
As believers we should ask ourselves these three questions. Have I lost sight of:

I. THE BIGNESS OF GOD – Phil. 3:21 (NOTICE)
   1. The devil he is greater than – 1st. John 4:4
   2. The demons that he is greater than – Mk. 1:22-27
   3. The deities that he is greater than – Duet. 3:24

II. THE BLESSINGS OF GOD – Psalm 73:1
   1. He is our salvation - Ps. 27:1
   2. He is our strength – 2nd. Sam. 22:33
   3. He is our shelter – Ps. 61:1-4

III. THE BREATH OF GOD – Ps. 33:6

Without the breath of god we can not

1. Survive as a church – Acts 1:4, 8
2. Succeed as a Christian – Judges 14:6, 19, 15:14, 16:20
3. Stand as a comrade – Eph. 5:18, 6:10